
My bio. 
 

Born december 12 1976, Jack Garcia attended Central University in Bogota, Colombia and 
achieved his Degree in Advertising and Marketing while he was working in BBDO 
Worldwide as Junior Creative/Marketing Supervisor, fullfilling his role  
reposition  former accounts, supervising personnel, creation of new campaigns under 
supervision of  Creative Director, mass marketing developing on new products, advertising 
that promoted products to potential costumers, postcard promotion / direct marketing to 
franchises, he achieved the knowledge as a role model in a culture working enviroment. 
 
Having passion for creativity and new ventures, Garcia found away from home a new 
passion, Dental Technology. After six months upon graduation, he moved to Miami and 
worked with  Comas Dental Laboratory as entry level technician. Developing his skills in a 
short period of time, he was able to jump from plaster modeling to waxing and temporaries 
manufacturing.  
After 2 years of schooling at Lindsey Hoppkins and 6 years of hands on experience, he 
decided to jump into the next level. Moving himself from the acrylic laboratory to a full 
service lab also in Miami.  
 
Klaus Lapmann, Owner of Zahntechnique, Inc., open the doors to a technician who has was 
driven for passion and excel quality throuth his career. Beginning with opaquing and single 
crowns restorations, Jack was incorporating himself into Crown and bridge and lately himself 
into CAD. After a short recess, Jack incursionate into full knowledge of CAD/CAM 
restorations and softwares, which opened up a new opportunity in his career. 
 
In 2011, he received an employment offer from Glidewell Laroratories, Newport Beach, CA. 
He was given the task of managing the Implant Removable Department in which he endorsed 
the Treatment Planning for All on four in house cases, assisting Doctors with the procedures 
and improving the workflow of the cases. Supervising and effectively dealt with customer 
relations and training of employees, were part of his major roles. 

  
Currently, Jack oversees the everyday steps and comunication of the Laboratory at Tischler 
Dental Laboratory, where he has found his new home. Following the motto of the company: 
“Prettau® is our Passion”, Jack takes it one step further, giving this passion a comprehensive 
understanding of the Prettau Bridge to a differnet level and a quality of restoration and 
service to their partners.  
 
His passion for the field have merited with two certifications by NBC in Implants and 
Complete Dentures. Currently seeking his Masters in Dental Technology and a Bachelors in 
Industrial Design. Has attended different studies in sculpturing, painting, woodwork and mix 
media. Skilled well rounded organizer and communicator. Highly motivated with excellent 
interpersonal and public relations skills. His ability to establish and maintain favorable 
customer relations as well as professional working relations, has taking him to higher  
standards of care and a better understanding of the doctors and patients needs. 
 

   



  
 

 
 


